
CONVERGED
SECURITY
PLATFORM

ONE, the industry's first converged security tool platform, integrates and aggregates all security data into a single pane of glass 
for data normalization and advanced security detections. By creating an ecosystem that supports the current (and future) invest-
ments in clients' security tools, ONE provides a future-proofed approach to cybersecurity. 

CyFlare's Open-XDR approach, powered by ONE, enables absolute optionality for clients to choose the cybersecurity products 
that suit them best rather than be locked into (and limited to) products provided by all-in-one vendor solutions. In addition, our 
Centers of Excellence can integrate with other security tools, allowing for a dramatic dashboard reduction and rapid convergence 
on key data points. 

CyFlare's mission has always been to provide a world-class cybersecurity experience that is simple, affordable, and state-of-the-
art. With ONE, we are proud to say we are doing just that.

KEY 
FEATURES Cloud-Native

Cloud-delivered prescriptive  
remediation and automation

Open Platform
Connects to the tools you 
have, augments the tools 

you don’t

Frictionless SOCaaS 
Enablement

Single portal for SOC contact 
information and help, ticketing 

execution, and more

Interactive 
Analytics

Proprietary and interactive  
analytics built to enable continu-
ous improvement, trend spotting 

and provide KPI’s

Mobile Friendly
Seamless transition between 
desktop and mobile app for  

on-the-go details



XDR 

The ONE Difference
A single pane of glass to interact with your SOC

Friction-Free SOC Engagement
Analytics Built for Executive Management

Single-page access to view all Account Details, including 
contact info for your Customer Success Manager and  
Account Manager, SOC help, and escalation management

Integrated ticketing portal and widget for rapid ticket  
creation or updates along with knowledge base

Mobile-friendly and responsive user-interface to enable 
on-the-web or on-the-go interactions

14 unique, insightful analytics charts to enable trend- 
spotting, anomaly detections, and continuous  
improvement items

Interactive and drillable menus to provide you with the 
answers you need, when you need them

Ticketing insights include visibility into True Positives, 
Mean Time to Resolve (MTTR), and more

Operational dashboard to give insights into what is  
connected vs. expected across your networks, log  
senders, servers, and API connectors

Incident Response Plan Builder  
and Playbooks

Create and update your contact tree as needed to include 
email contacts and phone numbers to call for varying 
levels of severity

Integrates the provided input into the CyFlare Incident 
Response Plan that the SOC uses as events happen

Printable PDF for easy sharing and posting within your 
office

Inefficiencies are eliminated by integrating your  
environment context and personality options into our 
SOC Automation Playbooks.  
(This approach ensures detections are rapidly processed (less than 10 minutes 
in most cases), and results are highly accurate because the playbooks dynami-
cally factor in the inputs provided.)

SOC Advisories and News Feed

Industry-specific security news posted and updated in 
real-time for easy consumption of current events

Advisories are sent to all CyFlare clients, or to your 
account, specifically due to identified 0-day threats,  
campaigns and other meaningful security updates

Account-related communications such as platform 
upgrades, system updates, and more

Want a free demo? Contact us!
Email us at sales@cyflare.com or  
call 1-877-729-3527
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